The article starts with a question, "What was the biggest regret you wish you could amend?" This is followed by a quote attributed to Joan Collins, stating it's about never learning French.

The text then transitions to a narrative, describing Joan Collins' fantasy day. She imagines waking up in the South of France, traveling to Acapulco, then spending time in London, and finally returning home. Each segment is vividly described, giving the reader a clear picture of her daydream.

Joan Collins then shares her most prized possession, a gold charm necklace she's had for over 30 years. She also describes a misapprehension she wishes could be corrected, namely that she's never a victim.

The article also includes a quote from Joan Collins about people always thinking she's like her Dynasty character Alexis Carrington, but she's not. She contrasts this with her personal values, emphasizing her principles and beliefs.

The narrative also touches on Joan Collins' love for acting, specifically mentioning her debut in "Inspector George Gently," and her desire to continue working. She shares her philosophy on life, emphasizing the importance of being a humanitarian.

The article concludes with a quote from Joan Collins, "People always think I'm like Alexis from Dynasty. She was cunning, sexually predatory, and cruel. I'm none of those things."